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From the knowledge of piezoelectric material tens<rial
compon�ts one can. by the finite elemem merbod, calc:ulate the
electrical impedance \'5. frequency and simulate the mec:banical
defunnation of piezoelectric bars. In order to check the validity of the
interferometric mellSlll'elllents of the mec:banical
Slmulation.
deformation amplitude were performed. It is shown that these
measurements are able to reveal the inhomogeneity of the materials
under St1ldy and that a small error in the temorial parameter absolute
values leads to an inconsistent picture of simulated mechanical
deformation.
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We have

Sl1I1ulated

the Vlbrauom of two paraLlelipedic

Il'anSdllcm with identical geometrical shapes but made from two

differentpl'lzoeleclnc matenals.8othare commercia1yavalaiblellnder
the following desi�natioJl:i; PXE-5 (philip3l. a commonly used. lead
zircono-tltanate ptezoceramic and C-24 (Toshiba), a lead titanate
piezoceramic with a modified composition leading to a strong
electro-mechanical anisotropy which enhances pure compressional
thickness mode [I). The simulation has been perfunned u� a finite
element-merbod software packaje extended to the calculation of the
state of vibration of piezoelectric structures. The calculated results bave
been compared with the direct measurements of the mechanical
displacement ampJitudeby meam of alaser interferometer.

For PXE-5 we note a good overall correlation obtained between
the simlllated and experimental curves of the impedence modulus
vs. frequency. There IS excellent agreement between measured and
simulated values of the muimllm displacement of the front SlIrface of
PXE-5 transducer. However discrepancy between the simulation and
the experimental data is observed when the shapes of displacement
profiles are compared. Whereas the experimental measurements show a
maximum displacement inthe center of the sample. the simulatedcu�
presents a mtnimum at the same point. It must be pointed out however,
that a variation by 20 % of the piezoelectric constant e13 value used in

the simulation willlead to a simulation proftle closeto the experimental
one. Such an inaccuracy can be observed in the determination of
tensorial components or' piezoelectric materials. In fact in these
measurements some of the constants like C13 are obtained by using a
combinatton of eXperimental results which arerarelydetermined with an
accurac), better than 5 %

In the case of C-24 the shapes of displacement profiles are
similar. but the measured values of dispIacementsuongly depend on thl:
position. Because of the stroJIg mation ofthe measured displacement
values with position and the observed difference between the simulated
and the experimental curves of impedance modulus vs. frequency. we
51lspected that this transducer was made with a highly inhomogeneous
matena!. In order to c:beck the validity of this hypothesis we sawed the
C-24 sample in five parts and performed impedance modulus
measurements on each element. For each individual element a triplet
resonance frequencypredicted by simulationWIS observed.

From the knowledge of piezoelectric material temorial
parametm one can predict the behaviour of paraLlelipedic transducm.
The predicted characteristics - impedance vs. frequency and the shape
of front surface deformation of vibrating transducers· were compared
with experimental values.
For both materials studied here. we observe a good agreement
between the expected and the measured shapes of impedance \'5.
freqllency curves and the fundamental thickness-mode resonance
freqllency is determined with an accuracybetterthan5 ,.. Furthermore
we have shown that any discrepancy between the predicted and the
mell51lred shape of impedance curve strongly indicates the
inhomogenetty of the matenal understudy; as it was the case for C-24.
This inhomogeneity was also detected by interferometric measurements
of the "ibration dtsplacements of the transducerfrontpJ.ane. Hereegain,
the predicted and the measured vallles of themuima and minima of the
amplitude of vibration are in reasonably fait agreement. The mOiit
striking discrepancy comes from the comflldson between the
Slmulated and measured deformatto n profile. The experimental
measurements show a maximum displacement in the cenler' of the front
plane of the transducer whereas the simulation leads to a minimum.
However. as we stated above. II variation of 20 ,. in the value of some
lemoria! parameters used III the simlllation gives a more consistent
pi cture of the transducer vibration.
Thlls extreme care must be taken to avoid any bias for the
chamcteri$lics used in the simlllation. In fact 1% IICCUIlIt:y in tensorial
components used in simulation is needed to correctly fll the
experimental data. This could be done by increasing the number of
one-dimensional samples used III the classical c:baracterisation method.
and by taking into aCCOllnt the anisotropy of mechanical and electrical
losses.
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